DECLARATION OF MARIUS SCHWARTZ

Professor of Economics
Georgetown University

I, Marius Schwartz, hereby declare the following:

Biographical Information and Qualifications as an Expert

1. I am a Professor of Economics at Georgetown University. I earned my B.Sc. degree from the London School of Economics with 1st class honors, and Ph.D. from UCLA. My teaching and research specialties are in industrial organization, competition, and regulation. From September 1998 to April 2000, I served at the Antitrust Division of the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) as the Economics Director of Enforcement, and for six months also as the Acting Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Economics (chief economist).

2. I have been actively involved in the telecommunications area both as an academic, government official, and private consultant. From April 1995 to June 1996, I served at the President's Council of Economic Advisers as the Senior Economist for industrial organization, working extensively on telecom issues including the 1996 Act. From 1996 to 1997, I was the DOJ’s main economic outside expert on Bell entry into long-distance services. In 2000, I prepared to serve as the DOJ’s testifying economic expert on Internet backbone issues in the proposed merger between WorldCom and Sprint. I have also consulted for the private sector on significant telecom matters, including international satellite services, international settlement rates, and the FCC’s spectrum cap. I acted as expert consultant on Internet Backbone issues to SBC Communications, Inc. in connection with its 2005 acquisition of AT&T Corporation, submitting two declarations to the FCC in connection with that acquisition. My curriculum vitae is attached as Appendix 1.
3. I am submitting this declaration to respond to comments submitted in opposition to the proposed merger of AT&T, Inc. and BellSouth Corp. raising competitive concerns in two areas: (a) the Internet Backbone market, and (b) "net neutrality." Part I of this Declaration will address Internet Backbone issues.\(^1\) Part II will address net neutrality.\(^2\)

I. The Merger Will Not Adversely Affect Competition in the Tier 1 Internet Backbone Market

4. In its recently-completed review of the SBC/AT&T merger, the FCC conducted an extensive analysis of the Internet Backbone sector and concluded that: (1) SBC was not a Tier 1 competitor – defined as one that does not pay any other Internet backbone for connectivity\(^3\) – so that transaction did "not remove an existing Tier 1 provider", and (2) "several Tier 1 competitors with significant market shares would remain in the market post-merger."\(^4\)

\(^{1}\) Petition to Deny of Time Warner Telecom at 25-32 and Appendix A (Declaration of Graham Taylor ¶¶ 19-47 (hereinafter "Taylor Decl."); Comments of Consumer Federation of America, et al., at 5-8 and Declaration of Mark Cooper and Trevor Roycroft at 57-62 (hereinafter "Cooper/Roycroft Decl."); Comments of Access Point, Inc., et al. at 29-34.

\(^{2}\) Declaration of Susan Baldwin and Sarah Bosley on behalf of New Jersey Division of the Ratepayer Advocate ("Baldwin/Bosley Decl.") ¶¶ 214-234; Center for Digital Democracy at 2-4; Cooper/Roycroft Decl. at 4-10, 40-57 (hereinafter "merger critics" or "critics").

\(^{3}\) See In re Applications of SBC Communications Inc. & AT&T Corp., Memorandum Opinion & Order, 20 FCC Rcd. 18290, 18352 ¶ 111 (2005) (hereinafter "SBC/AT&T Merger Order") (stating "Tier 1 IBPs peer with all other Tier 1 IBPs on a settlement-free basis").

\(^{4}\) SBC/AT&T Merger Order ¶ 124. The FCC based its conclusions on a Tier 1 market comprised of eight firms – AT&T, MCI (now Verizon), Qwest, Global Crossing, Sprint, (now Sprint-Nextel), Level 3 (which has since acquired WilTel), Cogent and SAVVIS. This list, in turn, was taken from my declaration. See id. ¶ 115, n. 344 (citing Schwartz Decl. ¶ 20). A number of large backbones not identified by the FCC sell DIA and transit services to US customers, and thus there may well be competitively significant, nearly fully peered Internet Backbones beyond these eight.
5. The FCC’s recent conclusions apply with equal force to the current proposed merger of AT&T and BellSouth. Regarding conclusion (1), the proposed merger likewise will not alter the number of Tier 1 competitors. BellSouth has only a modest regional backbone network for the transmission of Internet traffic and is further than SBC was from meeting the FCC’s definition of a Tier 1 Internet Backbone provider. Whereas AT&T does not pay any other backbone for the handling of its traffic, BellSouth is peered only with Cogent, and pays two other Tier 1 Internet Backbone providers for transit services to obtain global connectivity. Thus, the FCC’s first conclusion – that the transaction will “not remove an existing Tier 1 provider” – applies equally here. Moreover, as I will show below, the FCC’s second conclusion – that “several Tier 1 competitors with significant market shares would remain in the market post-merger” – also applies to this merger. There is no evidence that the merged firm will be in a position to profit from degrading connectivity with competitors, or to de-peer them.

A. Global De-Peering Requires An Installed Base Share Far Larger Than Would Be Possessed By the Merged Firm

6. The established economic theory addressing whether a “larger” backbone has an economic incentive to deny or degrade interconnection with a “smaller” backbone — or to use a credible threat of degradation to impose de-peering — is built on the concept of an “installed base” of unique customers. A backbone’s installed base are those end users that (1) are uniquely reachable only through that backbone (or could be reached via other backbones only at significantly

5 Further, as the FCC found in SBC/AT&T, (a) the Internet Backbone market is not concentrated, and (b) SBC was not a uniquely situated potential competitor. SBC/AT&T Merger Order ¶ 139 (listing criteria that must be met for the acquisition of a potential competitor to raise antitrust concerns, and confirming that the criteria I identify in the text were not satisfied in that
higher cost or lower quality), and (2) who cannot easily switch to another backbone. The economic analysis addresses conditions under which the network with the largest share of installed-base connectivity might gain by degrading interconnection so as to impede rivals when competing to win new customers.

7. Global degradation — degradation of interconnection with all rivals — poses the following profitability tradeoff for the largest backbone: (a) All backbones, including the largest, suffer a loss of "quality" (none can offer universal connectivity), leading to a harmful decrease in the total number of new customers in the market; but (b) the largest backbone might win a larger share of new customers. Effect (b) hinges on whether degradation yields the largest backbone a relative quality advantage over rivals. If there is only one rival, i.e., duopoly, then (barring rather implausible consumer expectations) a backbone will obtain a quality advantage if (and only if) its share of the installed base is more than 50%. However, if there are two or more rivals, themselves interconnected (as is true of Internet backbones today), then degradation can cause the largest backbone to suffer a quality disadvantage and a reduced share of new subscribers no matter how large its installed-base share.

---


7 If all connections are equally important, then the connectivity share equals the share of existing installed-base customers.

8 The reason is that intra-network competition among the smaller but interconnected rivals causes them to price more aggressively to attract new customers, potentially giving their network a greater total connectivity universe (of installed-base plus new customers) than that of the backbone with the largest installed base. See David Malueg and Marius Schwartz, “Compatibility Incentives of a Large Network Facing Multiple Rivals,” Journal of Industrial Economics (forthcoming), available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=876084.
8. The standard analysis, therefore, establishes that a share above 50% of the relevant installed-base connectivity universe is necessary to make global de-peering profitable, but generally is not sufficient. It is necessary, because a share of 50% or less will fail to yield a relative advantage over the other, interconnected backbones, but will reduce overall market demand. 9 It is not sufficient, because, with two or more rivals, the largest backbone may not even gain a relative advantage and, even if it does, this effect can be outweighed by the demand reduction effect.

9. Applying this analysis to the current facts, it is evident that this merger poses no risk to the Tier I Internet Backbone market from global de-peering by a post-merger AT&T. This conclusion is supported by all available metrics of “market share”, but I turn first to the metric that most closely approximates the concept of an installed base, namely broadband residential and small business “eyeballs.”

1. “Eyeballs”

10. For an Internet backbone, its candidate installed base consists of its immediate customers – the ISPs to whom it provides global connectivity in exchange for a transit fee, and the dedicated Internet access (DIA) customers (typically, larger business customers) who purchase such connectivity directly. Clearly, however, not all such customers qualify as an “installed base”: many DIA and ISP customers appear to face low switching costs, and can, and do, change providers

---

9 CRT, for example, conclude that in a model with four equally sized backbones, the merger of two of them to create a 50% share would not be sufficient to support a global degradation strategy: “[a] global degradation strategy is not profitable: it reduces again the demand and does not yield any competitive advantage to the new entity.” CRT at 458. See also Reply Declaration of Dr. Marius Schwartz, In re Applications of SBC Communications Inc. & AT&T Corp., WC Docket 05-65 (2005) fn. 14 (if the customer base of the degrading network is no larger than that of the rivals collectively, then refusing interconnection will not yield a relative advantage but will harm the absolute quality).
with some frequency, and many, especially the larger ones, are multi-homed (for the security of a redundant Internet connection and to preserve competitive options).\textsuperscript{10}

11. To the extent that any end-user customers can be viewed as both unique and quite sticky to an Internet backbone, the closest proxy would be the retail broadband customers who are served by the backbone’s affiliated ISP — in the case of AT&T, the DSL subscribers of its affiliated broadband ISP. The extent of “stickiness” is questionable even then.\textsuperscript{11} Nonetheless, such residential customers are likely at any point in time to be single-homed, and thus reachable only via the AT&T backbone network. As such, they are the closest proxy in today’s world to an installed base, and therefore form the basis of my analysis below.

12. According to the broadband data provided in the Table at page 103 of the Public Interest Statement, a merged AT&T/BellSouth would account for 23% of the residential and small business broadband connections. This would still leave over three-fourths of the eyeballs in the hands of other large ISPs. Two of those (Verizon and Qwest) are themselves integrated with Tier 1 backbones. The great majority of remaining end users subscribe to a handful of large cable company ISPs (Comcast, TimeWarner Cable, Cox, Charter, Cablevision). As the FCC found, these large ISPs have the ability, and incentive, to switch backbone providers in the face of attempted strategic behavior by a backbone affiliated with their telephone company retail competitors.\textsuperscript{12}

\textsuperscript{10} Legacy AT&T data on DIA customers from the end of 2004, for example shows a “churn” of approximately [begin confidential] [end confidential] per month, meaning that [begin confidential] [end confidential] of the customers turn over every year.

\textsuperscript{11} See SBC/Merger Order ¶ 128 (eyeballs are not “sticky” because of the “widespread availability of competing broadband” alternatives).

\textsuperscript{12} See id. ¶ 129. Contrast this with the European Commission’s decision in WorldCom/Sprint that ISPs would be too fragmented to be able individually to affect backbone shares. See Commission Decision No. 4064/89/EEC (2000) (WorldCom/Sprint) ¶ 170 (hereinafter “EC WorldCom/Sprint Decision”).
Under such circumstances, any attempt by a post-merger AT&T, with 23% of all eyeballs, to engage in global de-peering would not be profitable – AT&T would suffer not only an absolute loss in quality, but also relative to the other backbones and hence a competitive disadvantage.

13. Other metrics to measure a backbone’s share of the relevant connectivity universe are consistent with, and support, this conclusion. Although such metrics are less direct proxies for an installed base of customers, and therefore less reliable measures of the relevant “market share,” within the limits noted below, they offer a cross-check on the conclusions reached based on eyeballs.

2. Traffic

14. After eyeballs, traffic is likely to be the closest proxy for an installed base of customers. Traffic is a less satisfactory proxy, however, for a number of reasons. First, traffic does not convey whether the customer is unique to that IBP – in the case of traffic on a backbone coming from both DIA and ISP customers, for example, the customer often can be reached via one or more other backbones. Second, traffic on a backbone originating with a large ISP, such as Cox or Comcast, for example, represents eyeballs or customers “controlled” by that ISP, not by the IBP. The shifting by even one large ISP of its traffic from one Tier 1 IBP to another would greatly alter the relative shares of traffic carried by individual backbones.13 With these caveats, it is noteworthy that current traffic data paints a similar picture as eyeball shares.

15. In my previous declaration, I used traffic data compiled by RHK, as augmented by actual traffic data of the merging parties, and I follow the same methodology here. In Table 1, I

---

13 The Commission has already found that there are no significant barriers to these large ISPs shifting traffic from one IBP to another. SBC/AT&T Merger Order ¶ 129, n.381.
have calculated the shares of North American Internet traffic, utilizing RHK data.\textsuperscript{14} Using
BellSouth’s traffic data for March, 2006, BellSouth carried approximately [begin confidential]
[end confidential] of the traffic carried by AT&T for the same period, which would put
BellSouth’s share of North American Internet traffic at less than 2%. AT&T’s post-merger traffic
share of about 20% is thus relatively consistent with its post-merger eyeball share of 23% noted in
Paragraph 12, above.

16. Even if the traffic universe is limited just to the 8 Tier 1 IBPs identified by the FCC
in \textit{SBC/AT&T}, the results do not fundamentally change. As shown in Table 1, within the more
limited Tier 1 universe, AT&T’s premerger share is [begin confidential] [end confidential] and the addition of BellSouth’s traffic would take it to [begin confidential] [end confidential]. This still is well below the 50% threshold that needs to be exceeded for global
degradation to be plausible in the Internet backbone market.\textsuperscript{15}

3. Revenue

17. Finally, market shares may also be measured based on revenue. Stressing revenue,
TWTC and Cooper/Roycroft argue that the merger will lead to high market share. There are,

\textsuperscript{14} I have utilized RHK data for the 4th quarter of 2004, as reflected in Annex A to the Reply
Declaration of Dr. Michael Kende in the Verizon/MCI merger, as this is the most current data from
RHK available to the parties.

\textsuperscript{15} TWTC, relying on the DOJ’s \textit{Intermedia Competitive Impact Statement}, asserts that a
company with 37% traffic share “would possess enough power to tip the Internet backbone
market.” TWTC Pet. at 28. In fact, however, DOJ was considerably more guarded, stating only
that a “significant increase” above 37% would increase “the likelihood of tipping” the Internet
backbone market. \textit{United States v. WorldCom, Inc. and Intermedia Communications, Inc.}, Case
No. 1:00CV02789, Competitive Impact Statement at 9-10 (D.D.C. filed December 21, 2000).
Whatever the merits of 37% as a threshold of concern, the current post-merger shares are
significantly below that. \textit{See also SBC/AT&T Merger Order} ¶ 119 (finding that “the Tier 1 market
has . . . become less concentrated [since \textit{MCI/WorldCom/Sprint}] such that the proposed merger will
not create a dominant backbone provider”).
however, at least two problems with utilizing revenue data: (a) revenue is a weak proxy for the size of the end user customer base because of the manner in which Internet services are priced, and (b) companies often categorize revenues from the same functionality differently, leading to potentially large discrepancies in reported revenue information.

18. Regarding point (a), large IBP customers receive significant discounts when purchasing Internet connectivity from backbones relative to prices paid by smaller IBP customers. As a result, an Internet backbone that does business mostly with very large ISPs — those with the greatest number of end-users — will show relatively low revenues, as compared to an Internet backbone that focuses more on smaller ISPs and retail business customers. Consequently, there can be a large divergence between IBPs’ market shares based on revenues on the one hand, and traffic or eyeballs on the other.

19. As an example of this phenomenon, the 2003 IDC revenue data cited by the FCC in SBC/AT&T lists Level 3 (which targets primarily larger customers)\(^1\) with only $283 million in “backbone revenues,” i.e., upstream transit and DIA revenues.\(^2\) This is a mere one-fourth of the same categories of revenue that IDC reported for legacy AT&T for 2003, while the RHK traffic data at that time showed that Level 3 and AT&T had approximately equal shares of Internet traffic.

20. Turning to the second point, I note that the FCC cited 2003 IDC revenues for upstream transit and DIA in its analysis of the SBC/AT&T merger, which were submitted by SBC


\(^2\) IDC tracked revenues as follows: In the Wholesale category, sub-categories for (i) Dial Up/Managed Modem, (ii) Upstream Transit, and (iii) Other; in the Business IP category, sub-categories for (iv) DIA and (v) Remote Access. In SBC/AT&T, I identified categories (ii) and (iv) as most-closely capturing backbone functionality. (A second reason for selecting these sub-categories is that the elimination of Dial-Up revenues resulted in much higher shares for AT&T and SBC, because of the large revenues that MCI earned in that category, and thus my choice was in
in an ex parte dated July 22, 2005. In connection with this transaction, I requested that BellSouth provide its upstream transit and DIA revenues for 2003. According to BellSouth, it in fact had no upstream transit revenue at all in 2003, and DIA revenues of only approximately [begin confidential] in that year. IDC, however, reported that BellSouth had $103 million in upstream transit and $297 million in DIA revenues. Thus, BellSouth's actual combined revenues from upstream transit and DIA — the rough proxies for Internet backbone services — were about [begin confidential] of the $400 million reported by IDC.

21. Alerted by this large discrepancy, I then asked AT&T to provide data for legacy AT&T and legacy SBC, so that I could assess whether the IDC revenues for these companies were likewise in error. AT&T data indicate that it had [begin confidential] in "Managed Internet Services" revenue for 2003, a category which includes both upstream transit and DIA revenues as classified by IDC. This is not far off the $1,134 million reported by IDC for legacy AT&T. AT&T has advised me, however, that the [begin confidential] includes more than [begin confidential] in dial up access revenues (which properly belonged in one of the other IDC revenue categories), and another [begin confidential] in DSL retail services. Moreover, AT&T estimates that of the approximately [begin confidential] of revenue for DIA and transit, approximately 22% would represent access line

---

18 SBC/AT&T Merger Order ¶ 123. Even in doing so, however, the Commission acknowledged that it was not endorsing revenue as the best, or even an appropriate, measure of market share, but simply the one dataset that it had on the record. Id. n.343.
22. For legacy SBC, IDC reported total Internet backbone revenue of $396 million, including upstream transit revenues of approximately $111 million and DIA revenues of approximately $286 million. SBC's actual transit revenues were [begin confidential] [end confidential], but its DIA revenues were only [begin confidential] [end confidential].

23. As shown in Table 2, simply adjusting the IDC 2003 revenue data to reflect actual legacy AT&T and legacy SBC, and using actual BellSouth revenues, would produce a post-merger revenue share within a "Tier 1 Internet Backbone Market" of a little over 29%. It is thus evident that the IDC revenue data has the potential to greatly overstate the parties' true revenue shares.

24. Besides the inaccuracies for the parties, the IDC data has additional anomalies as a measure of backbone services. Some Tier 1 backbones rank far lower on the IDC revenue list than do ISPs that are not Tier 1 backbones. For example, IDC's revenue data places Global Crossing, a Tier 1 backbone, at 16th based on combined revenues for upstream transit and DIA (after adjusting for the SBC/AT&T and Verizon/MCI mergers), with total upstream transit and DIA revenues of $60 million, while large cable ISPs, such as Comcast and Cox, are ranked 7th and 14th, with revenues of $166 million and $68 million, respectively. Thus, the IDC revenue categories, while the best approximation of Internet backbone functionality from among the five categories that IDC tracks, are still quite imperfect measures.

25. In light of the apparent inaccuracies in the IDC revenue data, as well as the inverse relationship that can exist between price/gigabyte and total traffic carried by different backbones, it
would seem inadvisable to rely on revenue data instead of eyeballs or traffic as a proxy for the
“installed base” of unique customers that lies at the heart of the competitive effects analysis.

B. Targeted De-Peering

26. The above analysis shows that this merger poses no credible risk of global de-
peering by any reliable measure. Turning to targeted de-peering, such a strategy will not be
effective unless AT&T could credibly threaten to de-peer a sufficient number of other Tier 1 IBPs
to adversely affect competition in the Tier 1 IBP market. Given the small increment that BellSouth
adds to the present AT&T, such ability is lacking and, hence, the FCC’s prior analysis and
conclusions remain applicable.

27. As I noted in my reply declaration in the SBC/AT&T transaction, the theory of
targeted degradation requires that the targeted backbone (“TB”) must be prevented or seriously
impaired from reaching customers of the degrading firm (“DF”), and therefore must be unable to
purchase high-quality and competitively priced transit from another IBP that is peered with DF. By
hypothesis, however, there will be other IBPs peered with DF since DF is not engaging in global
de-peering.

28. Second, even if transit could be blocked, firm DF still faces an uncertain
profitability tradeoff. Its quality improves relative to TB, but TB and DF suffer relative to other
backbones that remain peered with both, since those backbones continue to offer universal
connectivity. Focusing only on the first effect gives the misleading impression that if one backbone
is sufficiently larger than another, then the larger one necessarily will profit from degrading
interconnection by gaining a competitive edge over the latter. This ignores the negative second
effect – the loss of competitiveness against the significant number of non-degraded rivals that
remain. Thus, at the theory level, even a large relative size advantage over a rival is not sufficient
to make targeted degradation profitable.

29. This conclusion is borne out in reality. As I discussed in my reply declaration in
SBC/AT&T, prior to its merger with SBC, AT&T engaged in settlement-free peering with
backbones that were approximately 1/10th AT&T's size, as measured by the amount of Internet
traffic that each carried. This empirical evidence is consistent with MCI WorldCom's peering
practices in approximately 1999, when the European Commission found that MCI WorldCom
maintained 11 settlement free peers notwithstanding its estimated 32-36% share of Internet traffic.19
Because the current transaction does not materially alter today's relatively balanced market
structure, the threat of targeted de-peering is not credible.20

II. The Transaction Should Not Be Blocked or Conditioned Based on Arguments
About “Net Neutrality”

30. This portion of the Declaration responds to claims that the merger should be blocked
or subjected to conditions because it threatens so-called “net neutrality.” There is no accepted
definition of net neutrality, but the concept generally refers to what regulatory restrictions, if any,
should be placed on broadband access providers in their traffic management practices, pricing
models and other business practices. Proponents of net neutrality seek to restrict operators’ latitude
to depart from today’s uniform “best-efforts” model for prioritizing Internet traffic and the

19. The 11 peers total is derived by subtracting from the seventeen “top level” networks
identified by the Commission, the four networks that the Commission added and the two merging
parties. See EC WorldCom/Sprint Decision ¶ 104-105, 116.

20. The FCC’s conclusions in SBC/AT&T that the Tier 1 Internet Backbone market was
“sufficiently competitive and will remain so post-merger, [and] that the prices and terms of
traditional pricing models (e.g., pricing to residential end users varies only based on the connection size). Accordingly, “net uniformity” may be a more accurate description than net neutrality.

31. Before exploring the merits of such regulation of the Internet, I first show in Section A that there is no basis to conclude that this proposed merger will have any significant effect on the ability or incentive of the merged company to engage in the practices cited by proponents of net neutrality. Since the supposed concerns are not merger specific, addressing them in the context of a merger review is bad public policy.

32. Section B addresses the merits of Internet regulation, even if applied industry-wide instead of selectively to the merging firms. What is termed “net neutrality” is a complex policy issue that continues to be widely debated, and the merger critics have only scratched the surface. Since the issue is not merger specific, this is not the place to attempt a comprehensive review of the broader debate. Nevertheless, at a high level, my view of the state of the debate is that net neutrality intervention is at best premature for two reasons:

(a) First, the nature and demands of the Internet have changed dramatically and are continuing to evolve. The practices challenged by net neutrality proponents offer clear potential to address these new business realities in an economically efficient manner and benefit consumers. Thus imposing regulation based on our current limited state of knowledge runs a serious risk of being quite damaging.

(b) Second, imposing regulation, especially heavy-handed common carrier type regulation geared to a monopoly regime, is inappropriate given the substantial and growing competition in broadband access. Not only is it wrong to prejudge that competition will be interconnection in the market will also be competitive,” see SBC/AT&T Merger Order ¶132, apply also to the current merger.
incapable of rendering moot any perceived concerns; imposing net neutrality regulation is likely to impede the development of further competition.

A. The Net Neutrality Objections Are Not Merger Specific

1. Alleged Vertical Integration Into Internet Content

33. Merger critics attempt to argue that the merger will increase AT&T’s ability to discriminate so as to favor its own content and applications over the content and applications of third parties. This argument fails on several levels.

34. First, BellSouth and AT&T are only minimally integrated into Internet content. AT&T’s IPTV offering involves the delivery of content through a specific medium and format, but does not require AT&T to own the relevant content — only to acquire from the owner the right to distribute. Thus, this transaction is qualitatively different from AOL/Time Warner where a media distribution company (Time Warner) vertically integrated into ownership of a key Internet content and application provider (AOL).

35. Second, the November 2005 quote from AT&T’s Chairman concerning charging content and application providers for access to AT&T’s pipes does not state, or even imply, that AT&T intends to favor its own content, as alleged by merger critics. To the contrary, the quote merely states that it may be appropriate to charge content and application providers (hereinafter “CAPs”).

21 The vertical integration arguments are primarily advanced by Cooper/Roycroft Decl. at 4-5, 44-57, and by the Center for Digital Democracy at 3.

22 Cooper/Roycroft Decl. at 4-5. From this quote, Cooper/Roycroft argue that it somehow illustrates that the prospect for AT&T “to favor content and services provided by AT&T the broadband provider (or its affiliates or strategic partners) is very real.” Id. at 5.
36. Third, in the section of their declaration titled "Network Neutrality Conditions Are Necessary," Cooper/Roycroft quote extensively from Cisco Systems White Papers purporting to show that Cisco equipment would give AT&T the ability to engage in discrimination at various levels.\(^{\text{23}}\) This extensive discussion, however, merely shows that the ability to prioritize traffic and provide service tiering has long existed — one of the Cisco papers is dated 1999, and the most recent one is February 2005.\(^{\text{24}}\) As such, the Cisco discussion does not raise any issues specific to this merger.

37. Fourth, it is ironic that Cooper/Roycroft have seized on IPTV as a potential harm from this transaction, when AT&T’s substantial investment in Project Lightspeed is intended to provide enhanced consumer choice in competition with cable and DBS. The few incidents to date in which IPTV has been permitted to compete with cable demonstrate the significant benefits to consumers from such competition. The Financial Times, for example, reported earlier this year that the introduction of IPTV by Verizon in Herndon, Virginia, as part of a bundled offering at $109/month resulted in the incumbent cable company, Cox, dropping its bundled offering from $130/month to $90/month to persuade customers not to switch to Verizon.\(^{\text{25}}\)

2. Consolidating Customer Base

38. As a second claim of merger specificity, Cooper/Roycroft raise the issue of the growing size of AT&T’s customer base, but do not link the increase in the customer base to any

---

\(^{\text{23}}\) Id. at 48-55.

\(^{\text{24}}\) Id. at 49-55, nn. 92-94.

specific alleged harm.\textsuperscript{26} It is important to note that the customer bases in question — residential broadband subscribers — are almost entirely in non-overlapping regions, and thus there is virtually no increase in concentration within either company’s region and, hence, no loss of competition for broadband subscribers. To the extent the alleged harm is related to AT&T’s IPTV plans, I have shown above that the allegations are not merger specific, and ignore the strong competitive benefits that IPTV competition will bring to the video marketplace. To the extent that Cooper/Roycroft are claiming that a 23\% share of national residential and broadband eyeballs raises competitive concerns from a network tipping standpoint, I have shown in the Internet Backbone portion of my declaration, that such concerns are unfounded.\textsuperscript{27}

39. In short, the broad issues raised by merger critics simply are not specific to this merger. To the contrary, the arguments substantiate the position, implicit in comments by other opponents, that net neutrality regulation raises complex, industry-wide, policy issues. Such issues are inappropriate for consideration in the context of a specific transaction.

B. Industry-wide Net Neutrality Intervention at Best Is Premature

40. I now explain my conclusion that net neutrality regulation, whether applied to this merger alone or industry wide, is at best premature.

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{26} Cooper/Roycroft Decl. at 44-46.
\item \textsuperscript{27} See supra ¶ 12.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
1. The Nature and Demands of the Internet Are Evolving and Call for Increased Flexibility for Network Operators

41. As David Farber succinctly put it, “[t]he Internet is getting old.” Internet traffic has traditionally been delivered on a “best-efforts” basis that treats all traffic uniformly. This model worked fairly well when the Internet was used for only a few applications, such as e-mail and web browsing, that were quite tolerant of packet delivery with delay or jitter (i.e., variations in delay). However, with the widespread digitization of various content and applications the Internet is, and increasingly will be, used to deliver a much broader array of services, placing quite different performance requirements on the network. For example, real-time, interactive services like VoIP or on-line gaming are much less tolerant of delay and jitter than are email and web browsing.

42. Along with the new applications comes an impending surge in Internet traffic. Video streaming and IPTV (especially High Definition IPTV) will consume large amounts of bandwidth, as do certain peer-to-peer applications such as those that distribute video files. Signs of this are already present.29

---


29 See Broadband Working Group of the MIT Communications Futures Program, The Broadband Incentive Problem, Cambridge University Communications Research Network (Sept. 2005). The trends identified in the MIT Report are confirmed by more recent data. E.g., Matt Marshall, Start-ups Find New Ways to Move Huge Data Files Over Internet, available at http://www.mercurynews.com/mld/mercurynews/business/14764812.htm (“Major League Baseball games are hogging about half of the bandwidth of Akamai, which works with content providers, and says it delivers up to 20 percent of all Web traffic. . . . The amount of data bytes from video streaming across the Internet is doubling every three or four months, according to industry watchers.”) (posted June 8, 2006) (visited June 16, 2006); James Enck, EuroTelco Snapshot: Thinking about the Data on Data, Daiwa Institute of Research (Apr. 2006) (noting that the volume of Internet traffic has grown at a compound rate of 7.4% per month over the past fifteen months. “Assuming that this rate continues, daily traffic may double again by the end of this year [2006], and then again by October 2007.”). Id. at 1.
43. Addressing these developments in an efficient manner is likely to require considerable network investment (to bring fiber closer to the customer and to boost capacity in both local aggregation and backbone networks), as well as expanded service options (e.g., different price-quality options for end users and tailored to different applications). To support these investments and expanded service options, innovative pricing and contractual arrangements — such as customized relationships between broadband providers and individual CAPs — are likely to be needed. While it is impossible to predict the exact form of the efficient new arrangements, there is great value in allowing experimentation with innovative arrangements.


   a. **Traffic Management Practices**

   44. Cooper/Roycroft contend: "[w]hile the client-server model [which AT&T’s IPTV platform will use to deliver its video services] gives the content provider a high degree of control over the delivery of content, other technologies, such as the BitTorrent content-delivery architecture, utilize bandwidth more efficiently." The opinion is flawed on several grounds. First, Cooper/Roycroft provide no evidence that these other architectures, such as BitTorrent, could not be subject to similar controls by the operator. Second, BitTorrent cannot even offer real-time video delivery so it is meaningless to assert that it utilizes bandwidth “more efficiently.” Finally, "BitTorrent was originally designed for file distribution. Therefore, pieces of the distributed file can reach the receivers in an order that is completely un-correlated with their positions in the file. However, to apply BitTorrent to real-time media streaming, pieces of a media stream should reach the receivers more or less sequentially so that the receivers can play the pieces back as they come in." See Gang Wu & Tzi-cker Chieueh, *Peer to Peer File Download and Streaming*, 

---

30 Cooper/Roycroft Decl. at 48. In n. 91 they cite their source of support for the claims about BitTorrent as: www.msnbc.msn.com/id/12694081.

31 “BitTorrent was originally designed for file distribution. Therefore, pieces of the distributed file can reach the receivers in an order that is completely un-correlated with their positions in the file. However, to apply BitTorrent to real-time media streaming, pieces of a media stream should reach the receivers more or less sequentially so that the receivers can play the pieces back as they come in.” See Gang Wu & Tzi-cker Chieueh, *Peer to Peer File Download and Streaming*,
the asserted “efficiency” relies heavily on a form of cost shifting, as BitTorrent itself eloquently points out:

When a file is made available using HTTP, all upload cost is placed on the hosting machine. With BitTorrent, when multiple people are downloading the same file at the same time, they upload pieces of the file to each other. This redistributes the cost of upload to downloaders, (where it is often not even metered), thus making hosting a file with a potentially unlimited number of downloaders affordable. 32

Thus, the claim that AT&T sacrificed efficiency simply to retain “control” is unsubstantiated.

45. The critics are uniformly skeptical of traffic prioritization based on payment from the CAPs to the network operator. 33 They see such prioritization, including through Quality of Service (QoS) tiers, as merely an attempt by network operator to extract greater revenue, especially from CAPs. However, the potential benefits of such practices should be evident. Some applications require higher levels of QoS than others in order to perform well. For example, Mr. Graham Taylor, in support of Time Warner Telecom, observes that “because of the increasing importance of Internet traffic in terms of the applications, such as voice, that are now carried via the Internet, ‘best efforts’ are inadequate in many cases.” 34 A recent OECD report on net neutrality cautions:

The introduction of quality of service over the Internet is something that policy makers should encourage and promote. There is likely a wide range of future innovations that will require better quality of service than the current Internet can provide. The ability to designate priority to certain


32 See Bram Cohen, Incentives Build Robustness in BitTorrent, available at www.bittorrent.com/bittorrentecon.pdf. (Bram Cohen is the Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder of BitTorrent, Inc. and the creator of the BitTorrent peer-to-peer file distribution protocol.)

33 See Baldwin/Bosley Decl. at ¶ 219, 224, 227; Center for Digital Democracy at 3; Cooper/Roycroft at 49-55.

34 Taylor Decl. ¶ 28.
applications will be a boon for consumers and providers as long as there is sufficient competition in the market.\textsuperscript{35}

Net neutrality regulations sought by the merger critics would preclude network operators from offering such benefits.

\textbf{b. Adding Charges to CAPs: The “Paying Twice” Fallacy}

46. Baldwin and Bosley write: “consumers are already paying for Internet access, so forcing companies behind the most useful Internet applications to pay a premium for their programs to be useful amounts to paying the network provider twice for providing one service — delivery of content.”\textsuperscript{36} This “double recovery” is a common misperception, and deserves clarification.

47. Consider the case of CAP services that do not involve any payment between consumers and the CAP, e.g., visits to a web site of a portal or search engine. The web site owner (the CAP) gets revenue from advertising, but does not pay end users for visits nor is paid by them. In such cases, the ability to charge the CAP opens up a new revenue pool for the network operator — advertising revenue derived by the CAP. What are the likely effects of permitting the operator to charge CAPs?

48. To clarify, CAPs today do pay for their incremental costs of Internet access and transport, which they can purchase from entities other than — but have interconnection with — consumer broadband providers. However, CAP services require access to broadband consumers (“eyeballs”). The reverse is also true — the value of broadband to consumers rises with improved


\textsuperscript{36} Baldwin/Bosley Decl. ¶ 227.
supply of CAP services. The provider of a broadband access network, therefore, is like an intermediary, it offers a platform that allows beneficial interactions between consumers and CAPs. Economic efficiency, as well as profit-maximizing behavior by an operator, require that the structure of prices to the two sides be set in a way that “gets both sides on board” because the value to each side depends strongly on participation and usage by the other side (the two sides are strong complements).37

49. The right pricing structure in such circumstances involves a delicate balancing act, with prices depending on various elasticities of utilization and participation on both sides of the market, and will be quite context-specific. Regulators are unlikely to know the right answers. However, it is safe to say that the current pricing system, where the large costs of providing enhanced broadband networks to mass market consumers are predominantly covered by them alone, cannot be presumed to be efficient.

50. Moreover, if a broadband provider chooses to charge CAPs, the likely outcome would be that prices to consumers will fall. This is because broader consumer adoption and greater use of broadband drives higher revenues to CAPs, notably (but not exclusively) from advertising and, therefore, increases their willingness to pay for access to that consumer broadband network. If the broadband operator can share in CAPs’ revenue, it will therefore have a stronger incentive to stimulate consumer adoption and usage by reducing prices, improving quality, or otherwise enhancing its broadband offering. Nor is it correct to fear that “the sky is the limit” on CAP charges, because if the broadband operator charged excessively on that side, it would stifle CAP participation — which ultimately would also discourage consumer participation.

37 See generally Jean-Charles Rochet & Jean Tirole, Two-Sided Markets: A Progress Report, Institut D’Economie Industrielle (2005), available at
3. **Traditional Monopoly Style Regulation Is Inappropriate Given the Substantial and Growing Competition in Broadband Access**

51. A recurring assertion made by merger critics is that broadband access is a "cozy" and durable "duopoly" and thus eligible for common carrier-like regulation. This position is faulty for several reasons.

   a. **Even Duopoly Is Qualitatively Different From Monopoly**

52. Baldwin and Bosley assert that "duopoly ... is only one step away from a monopoly." While this is true arithmetically, in an economic sense duopoly is fundamentally different from monopoly. Economic theory shows that the behavior of two competitors can range from replicating monopoly (if the firms collude perfectly) to fiercely competitive (in winner-take-all type settings). Moreover, the possibility of strong competition under duopoly is not merely theoretical but is observed in various industries. It is therefore a dangerous and unwarranted leap to extend the monopoly regulation paradigm to situations where monopoly is not deemed inevitable or desirable. In such settings, there are compelling reasons for relying on competition backed by antitrust rules as the primary check on firms' misconduct.

   b. **The Claims of “Cozy Duopoly” Claims Mischaracterize the Actual State of Broadband Competition**

53. Merger critics assert that there is lack of broadband competition, but essentially provide no evidence. By various indicators broadband competition in the U.S. is substantial and — importantly for guiding future policy — is growing.


38 See Baldwin/Bosley Decl. ¶ 146.

39 See Cooper/Roycroft Decl. at 7-8.; Baldwin/Bosley Decl. ¶¶ 219, 225.
While only a few years ago, broadband access was heavily skewed in favor of cable modem, DSL has emerged as an increasingly strong competitor. According to the FCC’s broadband deployment data, the share of all residential high-speed lines accounted for by cable modems has declined from 70% in June 2000 to 61% in June 2005, while ADSL rose from 24.4% to 37.2%. Another source shows a still larger growth of DSL share at the expense of cable. Moreover, the growth in DSL’s share has accelerated in recent years: the FCC data show that DSL’s share hovered around 31% between June 2001 and June 2003, but rose to 35.8% by June 2004 and to 37.2% a year later.

Both platforms continue to add subscribers rapidly. According to the FCC data, between June 2000 and June 2005, residential ADSL subscribers increased from under a million to over 14 million while residential cable subscribers increased from approximately 2 million to over 23 million. Moreover, according to the Pew Broadband Report, the rate of growth of residential

---

40 See FCC Broadband Report at Table 3.


42 A knowledgeable observer attributes this development to the D.C. Circuit’s 2002 decision in USTA I (United States Telecom Association v. FCC, 290 F.3d 415 (D.C. Cir. 2002)), and the FCC’s ending of mandatory line sharing requirements in 2003 (see In re Review of the Section 251 Unbundling Obligations of Incumbent Local Exchange Carriers, Report and Order and Order on Remand and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 18 FCC Red. 16978 (Aug. 21, 2003) (“Triennial Review Order”)), both of which eased the regulatory obligations that had applied to telephone companies but not cable, and increased the telcos’ incentives to invest in deploying DSL. Thomas W. Hazlett, Rivalrous Telecommunications Networks With and Without Mandatory Sharing, AEI-Brookings Joint Center for Regulatory Studies (working paper) (2005). Hazlett notes that once the line sharing regulations were lifted, the number of DSL subscribers began to grow more quickly.

43 See FCC Broadband Report at Table 3.
broadband subscribers has increased in the past year, primarily driven by DSL. The intensifying competition in broadband is also shown by the increase in the percentage of zip codes reported to have two or more providers. This percentage rose from 33.7% in December 1999 to 82.9% in December 2004 and 88.8% by June 2005.

56. Broadband pricing has been decreasing. According to the Pew Broadband Report, the average price of residential DSL service has decreased from $38 per month in February 2004 to $32 per month in December 2005. There is also ample direct evidence of head-to-head rivalry between cable and DSL providers, in the form of advertising targeted at the other’s product and pricing promotions targeted at the other’s customers.

---

44 According to the Report, the number of Americans who have broadband at home increased by 40 percent from March 2005 to March 2006, compared to the 20 percent increase from March 2004 to March 2005. Pew Broadband Report at 1. The higher growth in DSL versus cable for the past year is shown on page 6.

45 See FCC Broadband Report at Table 15 (showing the following trend: December 1999: 33.7%, June 2000: 41.1%, December 2000: 50.7%, June 2001: 57.4%, December 2001: 59.9%, June 2002: 65.4%, December 2002: 70.6%, June 2003: 74.6%, December 2003: 78.3%, June 2004: 80.4%, December 2004: 82.9%, June 2005: 88.8%). While the zip code data overstates somewhat the percentage of households in that locality that are actually accessed by both DSL and cable, the trends in this percentage should be less vulnerable to this bias.

46 See Pew Broadband Report at 6-7.

47 Comcast explicitly targets DSL customers to switch to cable through its “Slowskys” advertisements featuring turtles that prefer DSL because it is supposedly slower than cable. See, e.g., http://www.theslowskys.com/

48 See note 25, supra. Despite this evidence of competition, Cooper/Roycroft (at 8) claim that lack of competition explains the decline in broadband penetration in the U.S. relative to other countries from 3rd in 2000 to 16th in 2005, based on ITU data. Such international comparisons must be handled with great care. For example, the rankings are sensitive to the measure of performance being used. More importantly, even for a given and consistent measure, differences between countries depend on factors that affect deployment costs, such as differences in population density, and on the price of alternatives to broadband (e.g., the availability of unlimited dial-up calling in the U.S. but not in many other countries makes U.S. consumers more willing to retain dial up Internet access). Cooper/Roycroft do not control for these factors and provide no evidence regarding differences in the level of competition internationally.
57. Finally, it is important to stress that broadband access is not a blockaded duopoly. While it is true that DSL and cable today are the predominant platforms, there are no legal barriers to further entry. Furthermore, alternative technologies and providers already exist. Their share is relatively small today but their importance seems to be growing. FCC data show that between December 2004 through June 2005 the number of satellite and wireless broadband lines almost doubled, from 550,000 to almost 1 million.\footnote{While virtually all of this increase has been for business customers, the FCC and others believe that wireless technologies have wider potential for broadband provision.} In conclusion, broadband access cannot be characterized as a duopoly, let alone a durable duopoly.\footnote{In conclusion, broadband access cannot be characterized as a duopoly, let alone a durable duopoly.}

c. Net Neutrality Regulation Is Likely To Impede Broadband Competition

58. To the extent that additional broadband competition would be desirable, imposing intrusive net neutrality regulation is likely to retard the development of such competition.

\footnote{This includes all high-speed lines, not just those for residential end-users. See FCC Broadband Report at Table 1.}


\footnote{As the FCC stated: "[t]he competing analyses fail to recognize the dynamic nature of the marketplace forces. We fully recognize that not all American households can choose between cable modem and DSL-based Internet access service today. But a wide variety of competitive and potentially competitive providers and offerings are emerging in this marketplace. Cable modem and DSL providers are currently the market leaders for broadband Internet access service and have established rapidly expanding platforms. There are, however, other existing and developing platforms, such as satellite and wireless, and even broadband over power line in certain locations, indicating that broadband Internet access services in the future will not be limited to cable modem and DSL service." See In the Matters of Appropriate Framework for Broadband Access to the Internet over Wireline Facilities, Report and Order and Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 20 FCC Rcd. 14853, 14880-81 ¶ 50 (Sept. 23, 2005) (footnotes omitted).}
59. **Diminished Investment Incentives.** Most obviously, regulatory restrictions can be expected to reduce incentives for new investment in network infrastructure. Merger critics dismiss this issue, contending that the “duopoly” should not be allowed to “extract rents,” especially from content or application providers. This position ignores the fact that the deployment of enhanced broadband networks requires massive and recurring new investments. Merger critics seem comfortable arguing that allowing broadband providers to charge CAPs will stifle investment and innovation at that end — but curiously resist acknowledging that depressing returns to broadband investment can be expected to discourage investment and entry there.

60. **Reduced Scope for Differentiation.** Baldwin and Bosley, citing the critique by Roycroft, reject the argument by Ford et al. that net neutrality regulations may make it more difficult to support additional broadband competitors by impeding the ability of competitors to differentiate their offerings. While the empirical magnitude of this effect is uncertain, the theoretical point made by Ford et al. is correct. Impeding through regulation competitors’ ability to differentiate their offerings can reduce the prospects for entry. The fact that net neutrality

---

52 See Baldwin/Bosley Decl. ¶ 225.


obligations would not entirely eliminate the ability to differentiate, as argued by Roycroft, does not negate the basic point.

C. Conclusions

61. The evolution of Internet applications, content, and usage patterns can be expected to place increased strain on the traditional Internet business models of infrastructure providers. Expanded price/service options and large increased investments in enhanced mass market broadband networks are likely to be needed in order to address the evolving demands. As I have shown, imposing net neutrality regulation runs the serious risk of stifling the emergence of efficient new options and reducing the incentives for broadband investment. Merger critics seem to greatly downplay this issue – as well as the substantial and growing broadband competition that undercuts the need for regulation. There are sound economic reasons to continue to allow competition to evolve, rather than to overlay the Internet with intrusive regulation at this stage.
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### Table 1
Internet Traffic Shares: North America Total and Tier 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>N.A. Traffic</th>
<th>N.A. Share</th>
<th>Tier 1 Share</th>
<th>N.A. Traffic</th>
<th>N.A. Share</th>
<th>Tier 1 Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legacy AT&amp;T</td>
<td>52.33</td>
<td>12.58%</td>
<td>18.17%</td>
<td>52.33</td>
<td>12.58%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacy SBC</td>
<td>24.13</td>
<td>5.80%</td>
<td>8.38%</td>
<td>24.13</td>
<td>5.80%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT&amp;T Total</td>
<td>76.46</td>
<td>18.38%</td>
<td>26.55%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company B</td>
<td>51.31</td>
<td>12.33%</td>
<td>17.81%</td>
<td>51.31</td>
<td>12.33%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company C</td>
<td>45.89</td>
<td>11.03%</td>
<td>15.93%</td>
<td>45.89</td>
<td>11.03%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon (2)</td>
<td>39.19</td>
<td>9.42%</td>
<td>13.61%</td>
<td>39.19</td>
<td>9.42%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company E</td>
<td>25.46</td>
<td>6.12%</td>
<td>8.84%</td>
<td>25.46</td>
<td>6.12%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company F</td>
<td>19.33</td>
<td>4.65%</td>
<td>6.71%</td>
<td>19.33</td>
<td>4.65%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company G</td>
<td>15.19</td>
<td>3.65%</td>
<td>5.27%</td>
<td>15.19</td>
<td>3.65%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company H (3)</td>
<td>15.19</td>
<td>3.65%</td>
<td>5.27%</td>
<td>15.19</td>
<td>3.65%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tier 1 Total</td>
<td>288.02</td>
<td>69.24%</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BellSouth (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.A. Total</td>
<td>416.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>416.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: RHK Data for the 4th Quarter 2004, as reflected in Annex A to the Reply Declaration of Michael Kende, Verizon Communications Inc. and MCI, Inc. Applications for Approval of Transfer of Control, WC Docket No. 05-75, modified as noted below.

(1) Figures for Legacy SBC have been calculated based upon the ratio of Legacy SBC's traffic to Legacy AT&T's traffic using December, 2004 proprietary data provided by the parties.

(2) Figures for Verizon reflect the combination of Verizon and MCI. Legacy MCI traffic is reported based on RHK data. Traffic for Legacy Verizon has been calculated based upon the Reply Declaration of Michael Kende, Verizon Communications Inc. and MCI, Inc. Applications for Approval of Transfer of Control, WC Docket No. 05-75.

(3) Figures for Company H are presented assuming the same size as Company G, the 7th largest company surveyed by RHK, in order to reflect a total of 8 Tier 1 Internet backbone providers.

(4) Figures for BellSouth are based on 2006 proprietary data provided by the parties.

(5) Note that this figure represents the combined North American traffic of Legacy AT&T, Legacy SBC, and BellSouth.
Table 2
Internet Revenues Shares: Backbone Related Functions for Tier 1 Internet Backbone Providers
2003 Calendar Year ($ Millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IB Provider</th>
<th>Backbone Revenue</th>
<th>Revenue Share</th>
<th>Backbone Revenue</th>
<th>Revenue Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legacy AT&amp;T (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legacy SBC (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BellSouth (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AT&amp;T Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verizon (4)</td>
<td>1102</td>
<td></td>
<td>1102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprint</td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3 (5)</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qwest</td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
<td>107</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVVIS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Crossing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cogent(6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tier 1 Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Unpublished IDC Report, 2004, as reflected in Annex A to the Declaration of Dr. Michael Kende, Verizon Communications, Inc. and MCI, Inc., Applications for Approval of Transfer and Control, WC Docket 05-75

(1) Figures for Legacy AT&T are based on 2003 proprietary data provided by the parties.

(2) Figures for Legacy SBC are based on 2003 proprietary data provided by the parties.

(3) Figures for BellSouth have been omitted from the pre-merger revenue calculations due to fact that BellSouth does not currently qualify as a Tier 1 Internet backbone provider.

(4) Figures for Verizon reflect the combination of Verizon and MCI. IDC reported 2003 Internet backbone revenues of $403 million for Legacy Verizon, and $699 million for Legacy MCI.

(5) Figures for Level 3 reflect the combination of Level 3 and WilTel. IDC reported 2003 Internet backbone revenues of $283 million for Level 3, and $1 million for WilTel.

(6) The revenue shares for AT&T and Bell South are conservative, since Cogent’s revenues have not been updated to reflect revenue attributable to the businesses of Verio and Fiber Network Solutions, Inc. which Cogent has acquired.